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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of the Bristol ChemLabS project. In particular, it describes the development and impacts of the outreach project within Bristol ChemLabS, the UK’s Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) in practical chemistry, and its continuation beyond the funded project. The major elements of working with both primary and secondary aged students, both within their schools and within the undergraduate teaching laboratories, are described together with aspects of the science teacher training. The teaching elements include school’s conferences, workshops within the School of Chemistry as part of the Open Laboratory Programme, summer schools and overseas work. Evidence is provided that demonstrates the impact of this programme on enhancing positive attitudes toward science and further education for the school students, as well as providing enhancing and embedding learning opportunities for school students and their teachers. The very positive impacts on the postgraduate chemistry students that work alongside the School Teacher Fellow (STF), a secondary school teacher working within the School of Chemistry, is discussed and the vital role played by these postgraduates and the STF to the overall success of the Outreach Programme. Generating a sustainable (financially and in terms of personnel) Outreach programme of the size of Bristol ChemLabS (beyond the lifetime of the CETL programme) is a unique aspect amongst UK CETLs and the mechanism used to achieve this is also discussed.
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1. Introduction

In 2005 the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) invested approximately £300 million to establish 74 Centres for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) in Higher Education institutes in England (Chalkley, 2006). These CETLs (initiated by the UK Government White Paper “The future of Higher Education”) were in part to redress the balance between the income associated with the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) and the lack of income attracted by teaching excellence. Indeed, in the U.K., the introduction of the RAE exacerbated the perceived divide between the value of research and teaching, where a successful research return by a department within an institution has led to financial rewards, whereas the teaching equivalent, the Quality Assessment Authority’s (QAA) review carried no financial benefit at all (Trowler et al., 2005). It is hard to reconcile these two processes running simultaneously and indeed Hannan and Silver (2000) highlight the detrimental effect on the status of teaching and learning in tertiary education institutes that this has caused. The CETL programme ran for five years in terms of funding, from 2005-2010, with the expectation that the CETLs would be sustainable beyond that time and keep running unaided. The 74 CETLs (HEFCE, 2011), spread across 54 institutions, covered a variety of themes including widening participation, employability, e-learning (Morales and Carmichael, 2007; Clouder et al., 2008), blended learning, active learning, work based learning, enquiry based learning, enterprise, literacy, etc. as well as subject themes including Physics (Lambourne, 2007), Chemistry (Harrison and Shallcross, 2010a; Harrison et al., 2011a; Shallcross et al., 2006; Shallcross et al., 2007c; Shallcross et al., 2010; Shaw et al., 2011), Medicine, Geography (Chalkley, 2006), Art, Media, Design, Engineering, Performing Arts, Computing, Statistics, Mathematics, Genetics, Languages and Veterinary Science. Now that the CETL initiative is over it is timely to look at its impact. In this paper we focus on the CETL dedicated to Chemistry called Bristol ChemLabS, housed within the School of Chemistry at the University of Bristol, providing an overview of what has been achieved. In particular in this paper we look at the impact of the
Outreach Programme to schools, their teachers and the general public. In a future article we will assess the impact of the Bristol ChemLabS CETL on teaching and learning in chemistry.

2. Overview of Bristol ChemLabS: Bristol Chemical Laboratory Sciences

The focus of Bristol ChemLabS is on the teaching and learning of practical chemistry at undergraduate level and it is based in the School of Chemistry at the University of Bristol, UK. Bristol ChemLabS was established on 1st April 2005 (Norman, 2007).

Part of the Bristol ChemLabS programme involved the complete refurbishment of the undergraduate teaching laboratories in the School of Chemistry at Bristol which included provision for a complete new inventory of equipment, instrumentation and IT facilities. In addition to this new infrastructure, a comprehensive overhaul of all aspects of what took place in the laboratory was also undertaken.

2.1 The Need to Rethink the Part a Laboratory Plays in a Modern Chemistry Degree

The Bristol experience of a traditional undergraduate teaching laboratory environment had been such that students would typically arrive at the laboratory to do an experiment without a clear idea of the practical techniques they would be using, the skills they would need, or the chemistry behind the practical. It was often only after the laboratory, during a write up, that they would generally start to work out what it was they had been doing all day (e.g. Rollnick et al. 2001a).

It was clear that students would gain much more from the laboratory experience if they knew what they would be doing before they arrived and effective preparation for the laboratory session would be the key to achieving this goal (Nicholls, 1999; Brattan et al., 1999; Pogačnik and Cigić, 2006). Additionally, the idea that a practical course could be sensibly assessed entirely on the basis of post-lab write ups was dismissed. One of the main innovations in Bristol ChemLabS therefore has been to shift the balance of work done outside the laboratory to before rather than after the practical class so that students are both better prepared and more confident. As part of this process, the Dynamic Laboratory Manual (DLM) was developed which is a multifunctional, e-learning tool designed to facilitate exactly this and much more besides (Harrison and Shallcross, 2008a; Harrison et al. 2009c).

Thus, as part of the Bristol ChemLabS experience, students are now required first to work through some background information about the experiment before they arrive at the laboratory. All the information they need for a particular experiment is contained in the DLM which is accessible online as a web-based resource. Crucially, therefore, the laboratories could be decoupled from, and unencumbered by, the lecture material and the order of its delivery. An important part of the pre-laboratory work centres on a set of multiple choice and multiple completion questions taken randomly from a question bank. These are summatively assessed electronically and form part of the overall assessment for that experiment, but immediate and informative feedback on any wrong answers is also provided. All experiments have a pre-lab component.

Further assistance with pre-lab preparation is provided by flash-based virtual instruments and equipment which are embedded within each experiment. However, some techniques are best illustrated by video and students find this a very useful way to construct a clear idea of what they will need to do in the laboratory. Some first year students have a very limited experience of glassware and general laboratory apparatus and seeing, for example, how to set up a Büchner filtration gives them confidence and saves them from having to ask a demonstrator who is then free to engage in much more productive activities with the students such as in-lab assessment (Rollnick et al., 2001b). Also contained within the DLM is a library of online tutorial material (much of it interactive) to assist students in their understanding of a range of analytical and spectroscopic techniques which they encounter in the laboratory.

An appreciation of safety issues is also an essential part of the laboratory experience and in the past, students have had to sign a safety form declaring that they understood the risks and hazards associated with the chemicals and apparatus for a particular experiment and the precautions which would need to be taken. Sadly, some students adopted a rather flippant “box ticking” attitude towards safety which it was important to improve upon. As part of the DLM, students are now asked a variety of questions concerning all aspects of safety for each experiment. These questions are delivered in a multiple choice or multiple completion format and students must score a minimum of 80%. Students are thus forced to think about hazards and safe practices and a score of less than 80% after two attempts (different questions each time) requires that they see a demonstrator before they are allowed to start the experiment.

Academic staff and demonstrators are able to monitor how the students have performed on the pre-lab and safety tests using a database linked to the DLM, the safety marks being colour-coded green, amber or red to act as a
visual aid in identifying how the students have performed. Tutors can also track their tutee’s progress or indeed the progress of any student.

Other new features of the Bristol ChemLabS laboratory course include significant changes to what is expected in terms of report writing. Thus, a post-laboratory write up is no longer required for all experiments. When full laboratory reports are required (which they are for about one quarter of the experiments carried out), the students are assessed on their report writing skills having already been assessed on the basis of their pre-lab work and, in most cases, through assessment of their practical skills in the laboratory. They are expected to prepare their reports using a template constructed in the form of a scientific paper and are then able to upload their completed documents onto the DLM for assessment by staff that assign a mark and provide feedback. An assessment of this methodology on teaching and learning at undergraduate chemistry level will appear in a separate publication.

3. The Outreach Strand of Bristol ChemLabS: Description, Assessment and Impact

3.1 Before the CETL

Prior to the Bristol ChemLabS CETL programme, the School of Chemistry already had a range of outreach activities seeking to engage with teachers, schools and students of all ages to provide excellent teaching and learning opportunities in chemistry. The old laboratory was used for summer schools for school students but was underused outside of term time. A network of secondary school Chemistry teachers (called CHEMneT) was established in 2000 and by the award of the CETL was some 150 strong. The by-word of the Outreach program was sustainability and both financial constraints (each activity needed to be covered financially, even if that meant that the School of Chemistry bore the cost) and staff time constraints put a firm lid on what could be done. The programme was regional in nature, covering an approximate area of radius 100 km from Bristol at most and engaged with around 3,000 secondary school teachers and their students each year.

3.2 During the CETL

As part of the Bristol ChemLabS CETL project, a specific Outreach strand was established, allowing a full-time School Teacher Fellow or STF (Shallcross and Harrison, 2007b; 2007e) to be employed for the duration of the CETL (five years funded period). Initially, the plan was to have a one year secondment of a STF and then review the situation, but because the first incumbent was so successful it was decided to appoint them for the full five years, using CETL funds. In addition, £30,000 was available each year (£150,000 in total) to the Outreach Director to spend on Outreach. Both factors were an incredible boost to the existing Outreach programme and allowed it to expand as rapidly and successfully as it did (see later). The STF concept was unique to Bristol ChemLabS, with the idea to have a full-time experienced secondary school teacher working alongside the Outreach Director. The STF concept proved so successful that the Royal Society of Chemistry adopted it as one of their main strands in their programs Chemistry: The Next Generation and Chemistry for Our Future (Tunney, 2009) and UK Higher Education Institutes have subsequently taken on STFs of their own in science subjects. However, from the very outset, the objective was to ensure that whatever was established during the CETL period would be sustainable, i.e., carry on afterwards (Harrison and Shallcross, 2010c).

3.3 Open Laboratory Programme

The School Teacher Fellow, being an experienced secondary school chemistry teacher, was able to design and implement a range of practicals for secondary school students (aged 11-18) and the newly refurbished laboratories were opened to schools every Wednesday during term time (they were not in use for undergraduate teaching) and also on a regular basis outside term time, in a theme termed the “Open Lab” programme (Harrison et al., 2011a). These practicals either mapped directly to the school curriculum but could not be carried out in schools due to either a lack of equipment or for health and safety concerns relevant to a school laboratory (usually relating to storage and disposal of chemicals). The fact that a School Teacher was behind the design of the practical made the impact much greater (knowledge of the curriculum, the ability of students and the likely timing of events within the school year) and in addition, the relevant health and safety forms required by school teachers to allow them to bring their schools to Bristol ChemLabS could be prepared by the STF. For school teachers to obtain permissions from their school to attend activities away from school in the UK has been problematic in the last decade, where health and safety and the “rarely cover” policy have made it easier to not bother. Therefore, making the school teacher’s job easier was a real advantage to the success of the project. For example, during the school year 2010-11 some 33 laboratory days have been run, engaging with 1171 students. Such numbers exceeded the expectations of the original CETL programme by some way and so in that respect alone were a great success. However, further assessments of impact showed that teachers attitudes towards the laboratory programme were extremely favourable and that they believed that students benefitted greatly from not only the new practical experiences afforded but also the opportunity to experience University for some as young
as 11 (Tuah et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2010c). There was also some evidence to suggest that these activities also impacted directly on results, most notably in terms of spectroscopy at post-16 level (Harrison et al., 2010d). Here, students are expected to understand how to interpret data from a range of spectroscopic techniques (e.g. mass spectrometry, infrared spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic spectroscopy), but in the vast majority of cases, due to the high cost of these instruments, students never see them. It was found that the spectroscopy workshops had a significant effect on cognition. In addition, analysis of Polymer Chemistry days run throughout the year (Shaw et al., 2010a) showed that attitudes towards science were being altered in a positive manner. The Open Lab Programme was extended so that staff members from across the University could bring their children to work with them one day in the summer term and allow them to experience the Open Lab program. This initiative too had excellent feedback (Shaw et al., 2009) not only allowing school students to benefit from the experiences afforded by the programme but also allowing staff (all members not just academics) from other departments and faculties to learn a bit more about what happens in Chemistry and many fruitful collaborations have emerged in terms of teaching and education as a result, as well as breaking down artificial barriers between departments (e.g. departments in different faculties). Academics within the School of Chemistry would also remark in staff meetings and elsewhere that it was great to see the laboratories being used so much. The CETL monies allowed the Open Lab Programme to get underway (e.g., purchasing of dedicated laboratory equipment, e.g. small lab coats, glassware etc.) and after two years of trialling experiments with schools we began to charge a fee for the use of the laboratories. The level of fee was arrived at after considerable consultation and rather than driving schools away we found that more applied to come (teachers commented that the thought being that if you don’t charge it is not worthwhile) and the number of non-attendances at events dropped to zero. Overnight the Open Laboratory Programme became self-financing and with a variety of grants that we and (disadvantaged) schools were able to obtain, no school was prevented from participating through a lack of funds (Harrison and Shallcross, 2010c). The Open Laboratory Programme has carried on beyond the CETL funding period, at the same level as during the first five years of the CETL and has attracted grants worth around £200,000 during this time and schools for all over South England and Wales have taken part (Harrison and Shallcross, 2010a). A further reason for the success of the Open Laboratory Programme has been the contribution of the technical staff (who all immersed themselves in the Outreach programme) and a cadre of some 300 postgraduate students during the course of the CETL and beyond who have been excellent laboratory demonstrators and role models for the school students and undergraduate students as part of the Undergraduate Ambassador Scheme (Harrison et al., 2009b; Harrison et al., 2011b). The numerous benefits to the postgraduate students themselves are outlined by Harrison et al., (2011b).

3.4 Summer Schools

In addition to summer schools run by the University of Bristol, Bristol ChemLabS built on the success of the Open Lab Programme to run summer schools for both UK and overseas students from Ireland, Malta, Spain, Italy and France (Harrison and Shallcross, 2008b; Harrison et al., 2009a; Shaw et al., 2010b). These summer schools are also now self-financing and have been running beyond the end of the CETL funded period. In addition to knowledge gathering, research has shown that students find them useful to help to decide whether further education is what they really want to progress to and if so then on which course to study at University (they find postgraduates a good source of reliable information) as well as the practical scientific benefits and the opportunities to work with students from other countries. These summer schools are now being run by Bristol ChemLabS in Singapore and South Africa for their school students using laboratories and facilities at Universities and science centres in the host country. In this way, Bristol ChemLabS have been able to disseminate best practice in the teaching of practical chemistry to other countries (Sunassee et al., 2011; Harrison et al., 2011c). Furthermore, “maths for chemists” summer schools run under a pilot scheme for the Royal Society of Chemistry has taken place. Here, students without pre-university level (in the UK “A” level) mathematics who are about to start a Chemistry degree (not necessarily at Bristol) have spent a residential week at Bristol ChemLabS and combined practical work that naturally leads to mathematical applications beyond compulsory leaving age mathematics (GCSE level in the UK) with tutorials in a most effective partnership for these students (Shallcross et al., 2011). Furthermore, summer schools have also been run for visually impaired adults that have challenged the use of practical chemistry, but through the use of talking meters, and using other senses than sight and sound such as smell and taste (e.g. making perfect chocolate) it has been viewed as an extremely positive challenge and experience for the providers as well as the students.

3.5 DLM for Schools

A major initiative that emerged from the Outreach programme was to develop a Dynamic Laboratory Manual (the University level version will be discussed and assessed more fully in a separate publication) for A level
(Post-16) Chemistry to assist these students with practical work encountered at this level in school (Harrison and Shallcross, 2008a; Harrison et al, 2009d; Harrison and Heslop, 2010e). Once again, the value of the STF was clear, where all the problems that post-16 school students encounter with practical chemistry could be addressed by someone who had 25 years experience. The post-16 DLM also benefitted from being trialled by schools and teachers in the network (CHeMneT) and is now a commercial piece of software than generates an income that contributes to the sustainability of the Outreach programme. A more detailed assessment of the impact of the DLM for schools is currently being undertaken, but all preliminary studies have suggested that it has enhanced the laboratory experience (Harrison et al, 2009c).

3.6 Lecture Programme

A new initiative started during the CETL funded period was to hold termly conferences for school students. Here, an afternoon conference consisting of three lectures was started; two lectures would be given on a relevant theme for that particular age group of school students, followed by a lecture with many demonstrations to round off the conference. The success of this programme can be gauged by the fact that more conferences have been put on since a small fee was applied to attend. Again the STF has been crucial in working with lecturers (including postgraduate students who have had an opportunity to hone their science communication skills) to ensure that the scientific language used and the level adopted is appropriate (Tuah et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2010c). From this lecture series emerged two lectures, “A Pollutant’s Tale” (atmospheric chemistry and climate change; http://www.chemlabs.bris.ac.uk/outreach/A-Pollutant-Tale.html) and “A Chemical Delight” (colour chemistry and kinetics; http://www.chemlabs.bris.ac.uk/outreach/Chemical_Delight.html) that were written and presented by the Outreach Director and the STF that were then taken out to schools all across the UK and abroad (Tuah et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2011c). These lectures have been performed on 750 occasions to an estimated audience of 150,000 people over 6 years on 5 continents in their various forms. Research (Tuah et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2011c) has shown that these lectures are more than entertaining and inspirational for school students, because of the scaffolding of knowledge and appropriate language and concepts used, students learn and have reinforced, important scientific concepts, that stay with them.

3.7 Teachers

CHeMneT has increased since 2005 from ~ 150 to around 750 teachers and grows without any advertising. In addition there are teachers from abroad who have joined in the last six years. A practical course for non-chemistry specialist teachers to help them overcome any trepidations of carrying out practicals was so successful that it was also adopted by the Royal Society of Chemistry and expanded countrywide. During 2010-11 518 teachers attended 9 Bristol ChemLabS CPD sessions on topics from Climate Change to practical work with smart materials for 14-16 year olds.

As well as masterclasses for teachers, a new innovation has been the writing of cutting-edge research articles for a school audience (see Appendix). These articles have had several impacts, first, they have challenged academics and postgraduate students to write for a school audience and this has improved their ability to communicate with a general audience. Second, it has raised the profile of the research within the department and finally the articles have been well received by school students, their teachers and the general public, where a series on climate change alone has attracted over 250,000 downloads and has been translated into eight languages.

3.8 Primary

Given the fact that there are approximately 19,000 primary schools in the UK before the CETL award, engagement was restricted to just a handful of primary schools. On the start of the CETL, a primary circus of chemistry experiments (Griffin et al., 2006; Griffin et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2010b; Rivett et al., 2009), still unique to Bristol ChemLabS, were devised and £4000 worth of equipment and lab coats were purchased. Once more, postgraduate students and the STF were prominent in going out to local primary schools and running workshops. A short term formal assessment has been able to show that the Bristol ChemLabS Primary Outreach programme is able to generate interest and enthusiasm within young children towards science while educating teaching them on several basic ideas and concepts (Haslie, 2010).

A long term formal assessment of the impact of primary outreach has not been conducted but informal assessments through teacher and student responses (Rivett, 2009) show that such interventions, repeated on a regular basis (at least annually) do start to impact of students attitudes to science in a positive way. A competition called Chem@rt (Rivett et al., 2009) was set up where images developed from research in the School of Chemistry were collected in a gallery (around 12 chosen each year out of up to 30 entered each year) and made available to primary teachers with accompanying notes on the image. These notes were written in appropriate scientific language for primary school level, using concepts used at this level to describe the images (a real test
of science communication). The teachers could then use the images as stimulus material for lessons or to stimulate the writing of poetry or prose. During the course of the Chem@rt competition some outstanding pieces of work have been produced, showing great insight into the science behind the image and making the cross-over between science and literacy (Rivett et al., 2009).

3.9 Overseas Engagement

Bristol ChemLabS Outreach activities have taken place on 5 continents. At Penn State University, USA, teacher training events are being planned having already carried out schools outreach. In South Africa, graduate and postgraduate training has taken place allowing participants to be able to deliver lecture demonstrations (Sunassee et al, 2011) and other practical chemistry outreach events have taken place at Rhodes University and at the Sci-Bono Discovery Centre, Johannesburg. Teacher training has, and will continue to take place in South Africa. For the last 5 years in Singapore a Bristol ChemLabS team has delivered a winter chemistry school programme for local school students working alongside members of the chemistry department of the National University of Singapore.

3.10 Other Indicators of Success

The outreach programme has attracted; 1 international award, 10 national awards, 7 University of Bristol Awards as well as receiving around £400,000 in UK grants and around £100,000 in EU funding (Gros, 2008; Mustafa et al, 2010)). It is now financially sustainable through a mixed model of funding streams (Harrison et al., 2011c), such as direct grant income, sales of software, charging for activities, donations and other sources. Many initiatives, STF, Open Labs Programme, DLM, primary circus and lecture demonstrations have been disseminated to other groups and other countries. Although recruitment was not the focus of the Outreach program, the number of students applying to the School of Chemistry that had engaged with the Outreach programme was significantly higher than those that did not (Shaw et al, 2011), i.e. the Outreach Programme had a positive impact on those students engaged to apply for Chemistry at Bristol.

3.11 Key Aspects of the Success of the Bristol ChemLabS Outreach Programme

There is no doubt that having five years of funding made a significant difference. It allowed the Outreach Programme to take on the STF and have two to three years where new ideas could be trialled before settling on a plan for sustainable development beyond that point. The appointment of the STF was the single most important factor in generating a successful Outreach Programme but there were other very important factors too. First, the culture of the department and in particular the senior management team (SMT) was critical. The SMT put their support behind the Outreach Programme from the outset and encouraged academics in the department to support the project (in particular to allow their postgraduate students to be involved). Without a supportive senior management team, the project would have been diminished; they allowed the laboratories and other facilities to be used, encouraged its support and allowed technical staff to be involved too. Second, the role of the technical staff and postgraduate students in supporting the programme was essential. The School of Chemistry at Bristol University is fortunate to have a large pool of postgraduate students and whether the breadth and range of activities could be repeated with a smaller pool is questionable. Third, the previous five years of outreach meant that the project hit the ground running and in particular the teacher network CHeMneT was invaluable to the development and success of the project, in particular the development of the DLM. Fourth, having funding that could be invested in projects so that potential co-funders could contribute part of the total (typically 50%) meant that new funding streams were opened up and success in winning further funding clearly made a difference to the overall success. Finally, the interaction with groups outside the UK made an incredible difference. Funding from the CETL allowed those interactions to build to a point where they were able to be long lasting and having that perspective from another country (culture and education) was incredibly important. Effective advisory boards were a feature of this CETL (Shallcross et al., 2010a) and they also made important contributions to the success of the programme.

4. Conclusion

The aims of the Bristol ChemLabS CETL project to raise standards in practical chemistry through the creation of a national resource for innovation in the teaching and learning of practical experimental science have been met. Qualitative feedback indicates that the effects on learning and teaching have been significant.

The refurbishment of the undergraduate laboratories was completed on schedule and has created a world-class environment for the teaching of practical chemistry. The laboratories are equipped to the very highest standard providing demonstrable benefits to both undergraduate students and staff. The introduction of innovative new teaching methods has also proved highly successful. An on-line web-based Dynamic Laboratory Manual has
been created for undergraduate students, allowing the introduction of new methods of assessment (e-assessment) and mechanisms for rapid feedback that are both more effective and more efficient in terms of staff and student time.

The impact of the developments in teaching and learning methods within the School of Chemistry has spread beyond just practical courses. The project has raised the status of teaching and learning and led to innovations, such as the greater use of e-learning, in other areas of the chemistry curriculum particularly in relation to online tutorial support for lecture-based material. This has already spread to other University of Bristol departments in the Faculty of Medical Sciences (Lloyd et al, 2009, Barnes et al 2008, Langton et al 2009, Macmillan & Langton, 2009) and to a number of chemistry departments worldwide.

The programme of outreach activities has proved highly successful as described. The appointment of an experienced School Teacher Fellow was pivotal, but so was the support of the senior management team, postgraduate students, technical staff and other support staff.

Bristol ChemLabS has also been active in exploring ways of ensuring that its achievements are sustainable with success in obtaining commercial support and also by way of the production of a Dynamic Laboratory Manual for schools (A-Level Chemistry LabSkills) and other universities and the development of cost neutral outreach activities.

5. External Comment

Professor Davies-Coleman former head of Department of Chemistry at Rhodes University in Grahamstown, South Africa and recently appointed Dean of Science at the University of Western Cape was Bristol’s initial contact in Africa. He commented as follows about the Bristol Overseas Outreach project, “I had no idea that my initial chance meeting with Shallcross and Harrison at the Science Festival held annually in Grahamstown would lead to an ever-expanding collaboration in which we would revolutionize the practice of outreach in chemistry at Rhodes University and how this would feed back into a radical review of our teaching and learning strategies at the school/university interface both at Rhodes and further afield in South Africa. Through an ongoing collaboration with Bristol ChemLabS involving staff and student interchange between the Universities over a period of three years approximately thirty Rhodes post-graduate students led by Rhodes staff member Joyce Sewry have become enthusiastically involved informing both urban and rural communities about the science behind climate change through the universally accessible “A Pollutant’s Tale” lecture presentation. Not only have the student’s benefitted from “talking science” in public but the Department’s profile in community engagement rose rapidly within the University leading to Sewry being awarded the Vice Chancellor’s distinguished community engagement award in 2011. As our collaboration with Bristol ChemLabS grew Rhodes University became the first University if Africa to roll out the LabSkills programme which has proved to be an invaluable tool to rapidly meet the deficits in practical skills common amongst students entering the university from an under-resourced school system in which access to practical chemistry is often not possible. The South African journey with Bristol ChemLabS is far from over and other Universities in South Africa are beginning to tap into the expertise, experience and resources so freely and enthusiastically shared by our colleagues at Bristol University.
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Appendix

Articles written for a school audience on cutting-edge research


